Abstract: The traditional prototype based clustering methods, such as the well-known fuzzy c-mean (FCM) algorithm, usually need sufficient data to find a good clustering partition. If the available data is limited or scarce, most of the existing prototype based clustering algorithms will no longer be effective. While the data for the current clustering task may be scarce, there is usually some useful knowledge available in the related scenes/domains. In this study, the concept of transfer learning is applied to prototype based fuzzy clustering (PFC). Specifically, the idea of leveraging knowledge from the source domain is exploited to develop a set of transfer prototype based fuzzy clustering (TPFC) algorithms. Three 
I.

Introduction
Transfer learning [1] is receiving more and more attentions in the fields of machine learning and data mining. They work on the assumption that the data of the current scene is scarce for the current learning tasks, but some useful information of a reference scene is available. The current scene and the reference scene are commonly named as the target domain and the source domain respectively. Currently, transfer learning has been demonstrated as a promising approach to obtain an effective model for the target domain by effectively leveraging useful information from the source domain in the learning process. Its main characteristics can be summarized as follows. First, the data of target domain is not sufficient to train up a good model for the target domain. Second, the source domain is assumed to be related to the target domain, in a sense that they are different but similar to some extent, making the trained model on the source domain not directly adoptable by the target domain. Third, the modeling effect for the target domain is the main concern while that of the source domain is usually not a focus.
In the past decade or so, transfer learning has been studied extensively for different applications, such as text classification [2] and indoor WiFi location estimation [3] . The existing works can be generally divided into four categories: 1) transfer learning for classification [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] ; 2) transfer learning for feature extraction [9, 10] ; 3) transfer learning for regression [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and 4) transfer learning for clustering [16, 17] . While the first three tasks have been studied quite extensively, works on transfer clustering are still limited despite of the wide range of real-world clustering applications. Clustering has long been a major research topic and many clustering algorithms have been proposed. With respect to the concern here, they can be classified as: 1) prototype based clustering algorithms [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] ; 2) density based clustering algorithms [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] ; 3) graph based clustering algorithms [29] [30] [31] [32] ; and 4) clustering algorithms based on other data modeling mechanisms [33] [34] [35] . Among these four types of algorithms, prototype based clustering such as k-means is perhaps the most popular one and in fact has been extensively studied. In this paper, we focus on transfer learning for this type of clustering algorithms and propose several representative transfer prototype based clustering algorithms in the context of fuzzy clustering. Let us take a look at an example in Fig.1 to illustrate a situation where transfer learning could be exploited. As shown and described in Fig.1 (left part), the data in the target domain is difficult to obtain ideal clustering result with the traditional prototype-based clustering algorithms. However, if the information of the reference scene, i.e., the source domain, in Fig.1 (right part) is considered, more promising clustering result can be expected. For example, if we know that the two domains are related with a prior, we can expect that the number of clusters in these two domains is the same and the induced knowledge in the source domain, such as the cluster centers, can be employed to guide the clustering process in the target domain. It can be seen from this example that how to realize effective knowledge/information transfer from the source domain to the target domain is the key to develop transfer clustering algorithms. It seems that the simplest way to obtain information from the source domain is to use the original data of the source domain directly in the target domain. However, borrowing data from the source domain may suffer from the following problems. First, important information such as the distribution difference between the source and the target domains will be lost if we simply merge the data from the two domains.
Second, the data of the source domain may not be appropriate to be directly used in the target domain as there exist similarities as well as differences between the data distributions of the two domains and direct use of the source domain's data may dominate the data distribution in the target domain. This is particularly true when the size of the dataset in the source domain is much larger. Third, due to the necessity of privacy protection in some applications, such as customers' personal information, the raw data of source domain may not be directly available. Knowledge Transfer
All these problems should be properly addressed in order to develop an effective transfer learning strategy for the prototype based clustering methods.
In this paper, transfer learning for prototype based clustering methods is exploited. In view of their representativeness, three PFC algorithms, i.e., fuzzy c-mean (FCM) with cluster center prototypes, fuzzy k-plane clustering (FKPC) with cluster direction prototypes and fuzzy subspace clustering (FSC) with cluster subspace prototypes, have been chosen to incorporate with knowledge leveraging mechanism to develop the corresponding TPFC algorithms. The knowledge induced in the source domain, such as the cluster centers and/or the subspace of the clustering results, has been appropriately used to boost the clustering performance in the target domain. A novel objective criterion is proposed to integrate the knowledge of the source domain with the data of the target domain for learning the cluster prototypes in the target domain. Thus, transferring knowledge of the source domain can effectively make up the deficiency in learning from the limited data in the target domain.
As mentioned, works in transfer clustering are scarce. In [16] , the self-taught clustering (STC) has been proposed as a very first transfer clustering algorithm based on mutual information. In [17] , a transfer learning version of spectral clustering is proposed. These two transfer clustering algorithms are not developed for prototype based clustering. There exist some obvious differences between these related works and the proposed TPFC algorithms.
For the self-taught clustering, it is based on mutual information (MI) and therefore enough data in both of source and target domains are assumed available for estimating the probability densities properly and compute the MI accordingly [16] . Moreover, it assumes that the raw data of source domain are available and this may not always hold in some applications. For the proposed algorithms, raw data of the source domain is not required and data in the target domain can be assumed scarce. For the transfer spectral clustering algorithm [17] , it is specifically designed for the spectral clustering while our work focuses on the prototype based fuzzy clustering methods.
Transfer clustering is much related to co-clustering [36] , collaborative clustering [37, 38] and multi-task clustering [39, 40] , where multiple clustering tasks are usually handled simultaneously and they may cooperate with each other in order to improve the clustering performance of all clustering tasks involved. By comparing co-clustering, collaborative and multi-task clustering with the proposed transfer clustering algorithms, we can see that these three types of related clustering techniques assume that the multiple clustering tasks involved are equally important and each can benefit from the others in the clustering process. However, the proposed transfer clustering algorithms only focus on the clustering task in target domain and the source domain is only adopted to enhance the clustering performance in the target domain.
Another type of related works is semi-supervised clustering which can be taken as a type of knowledge based clustering that makes use of some useful knowledge in the clustering procedure [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . For example, the most commonly used information is "must_link" or "should_not_link" of the data pairs [41] . For semi-supervised clustering, some prior information, such as labels of partial data, is assumed available and data usually comes from the same domain. Compared with semi-supervised clustering, the proposed transfer clustering algorithms are different in a sense that the data comes from more than one domain.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, several representative PFC algorithms are briefly reviewed. In section III, the concepts of leveraging knowledge in clustering are introduced, and three TPFC algorithms are proposed. The experimental results are reported and discussed in section IV. Finally, conclusions are given in section V.
II. Prototype Based Clustering
Prototype based clustering is perhaps the most extensively studied clustering technique.
It typically has the following form for objective function:
where U is the partition matrix and Θ is the set of prototype parameters. Its aim is to optimize the objective function in Eq. (1) so as to obtain the optimal partition matrix  U and the optimal prototype parameter set  Θ . Let us firstly review the following three types of prototype based clustering, namely, cluster center prototype based clustering [18] [19] [20] [21] , cluster direction prototype based clustering [23, [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] , and subspace cluster prototype based clustering [22, [51] [52] [53] .
A. Cluster Center Prototype Based Clustering
Among the cluster center prototype based clustering methods, two well-known fuzzy algorithms are the fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering algorithm [19] and the possibilistic c-means (PCM) clustering algorithm [20] with their objective functions defined respectively as:
where C is the number of clusters;
is the jth data sample;   , ,
is the matrix of cluster centers with
is the fuzzy/possibilistic partition matrix whose element denotes the membership of the jth data sample belonging to the ith class; m is the fuzzy index and i  are positive parameters used by PCM. Another representative cluster center prototype based clustering method is the maximal entropy clustering (MEC) algorithm [21] whose objective function is defined as MEC:
where
is the probabilistic partition matrix whose element denotes the probability of the jth data sample belonging to the ith class, and 
B. Cluster Direction Prototype Based Clustering
Cluster direction prototype based clustering is also a representative branch of prototype based clustering. In this type of clustering methods, the directional vector is used to characterize the prototypes [23, [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . The most representative cluster direction prototype based clustering methods are the k-plane clustering (KPC) algorithm [23] and the fuzzy KPC (FKPC) algorithm [47, 48] . The objective functions of KPC and FKPC can be written as:
KPC/ FKPC:
. st
, where the variables are defined as in Eq.(3-1).
C. Subspace Cluster Prototype Based Clustering
Subspace cluster prototype based clustering has attracted more and more attentions of researchers in recent years [22, [51] [52] [53] . It is also commonly termed as soft subspace clustering. In this type of clustering methods, the prototype of each cluster is characterized by a cluster center and a weighting vector representing the soft subspace for this cluster. One representative algorithm is the fuzzy subspace clustering (FSC) algorithm [51] , whose objective function is defined as FSC: is the crisp partition matrix, with other parameters defined as in Eq.(2-1). Another representative subspace cluster prototype based clustering algorithm is the entropy weighting k-means (EWKM) algorithm [52] , whose objective function is defined as EWKM: The prototype based clustering algorithms have been studied in depth in the past decades.
However, in the context of transfer learning, they are scarcely studied. In the next section, transfer learning is applied to prototype based fuzzy clustering and several TPFC algorithms are developed.
III. Transfer Prototype Based Fuzzy Clustering
In this section, a knowledge leverage based transfer learning mechanism is firstly introduced, based upon which three TPFC algorithms are proposed.
A. Knowledge Leverage Based TPFC
1) Framework
As mentioned in the introductory section, when the data is scarce or very limited, the existing prototype based clustering algorithms will no longer be effective and their performance will become inferior. A promising strategy to cope with this challenge is to learn by referring to the information in the source domain which might have useful information for the target domain. From the source domain, there are usually two kinds of information available, namely, the original data and the induced knowledge, as shown in Fig. 2 . When the data in the source domain is used directly, it may not always be appropriate. In fact, it is highly difficult to control and balance the similarity and difference of data distributions between the two domains as there possibly exists a drifting of data distribution between domains. On the other hand, the influence of the induced knowledge from source domain can be conveniently controlled as the induced knowledge is much clearer and more concise than the data in source domain. Thus, we consider that it is more appropriate to exploit the use of knowledge rather than data from the source domain to help the clustering task in target domain. In this study, three TPFC algorithms with such a strategy will be presented. Fig.3 shows an illustration of the framework of knowledge leverage based TPFC. 
2) Objective Function
The following general objective function is proposed for TPFC based on the aforementioned knowledge leverage based transfer learning strategy: 
B. TPFC Algorithms
1) Transfer FCM
Among the cluster center prototype based clustering methods, fuzzy c-means [19] is of high popularity and is adopted here to develop our first TPFC algorithm, i.e. transfer FCM (TFCM). To do so, the following objective function is defined:
where i v  denotes the ith cluster center obtained in the source domain. The concepts behind such a knowledge leverage based transfer learning mechanism can be given as follows.
(i) The first term in Eq. (6) is directly inherited from the classical FCM, which is mainly used to learn from the data available in target domain.
(ii) The second and third terms are used to learn with the knowledge from source domain, where the knowledge is the cluster centers obtained in source domain by a certain clustering task.
(iii) By having the second term, the clustering procedure is apt to obtaining the partition matrix by using the cluster centers obtained in source domain, which implies the use of a supervised learning procedure, such as 1-nearest neighbor (1-NN) classification, in the target domain.
(iv) By having the third term, the desired cluster centers will be apt to approximate the ones obtained in source domain, and thus guiding the clustering procedure to learn from the knowledge of source domain.
(v) The parameters 1  and 2  , are used to balance the influence of data in target domain and knowledge in source domain. A parameter analysis will be given in our experimental section.
By using similar optimization strategy in FCM, one can obtain the following learning rules based on Eq. (6).
Based on Eqs. (7) and (8), the TFCM algorithm is described below. 
TFCM Algorithm
, then terminate; else go to 2).
For other popular center-prototype based clustering algorithms, such as PCM [20] , one can develop the corresponding transfer learning versions in a similar manner.
2) Transfer FKPC
Among the cluster direction prototype based clustering methods, FKPC [47] is adopted here to develop the corresponding transfer clustering algorithm, i.e., TFKPC. First, the following objective function is considered:
.
where the first term is directly inherited from the original FKPC algorithm and the second term is designed to learn from the knowledge of source domain. Here the second term implies that the proposed algorithm will learn the partition matrix from cluster prototypes, i.e., plane parameters, ,
, obtained in source domain. Thus, by minimizing Eq. (9), the clustering procedure can learn from the data of target domain and the knowledge of source domain simultaneously. The parameter  is used to balance the influence of data in target domain and knowledge in source domain.
Here, we want to give an additional explanation about the difference between Eq.(6) and Eq. (9) . When comparing Eq. (6) and Eq. (9), we can see that Eq.(6) has introduced two terms,
i.e., the assignment of data to the source domain clusters and the matching of the clusters obtained in source and target domains for TFCM, however, only the former term, i.e., the assignment of data to the source domain clusters is used in Eq. (9) for TFKPC. This can be justified as follows. When we design the second part of Eq. (5), i.e., the term for knowledge leveraging, certain factors should be considered. First, the introduced terms should be reasonable, which can really give the useful information for knowledge leveraging. Second, the introduced terms should not bring great difficulty for the solution of the developed objective functions. When the matching term of the clusters obtained in the source and target domains was used to construct the objective function for TFKPC, we found that it is very difficult to solve the corresponding objective function. Thus, only the assignment of data to the source domain clusters is used to develop the knowledge leveraging term of TFKPC.
Based on similar optimization strategy in FKPC, we can obtain the following learning rules (Eqs. [10] - [12] ) for TFKPC:
, and the eigenvector associated with the minimal positive eigenvalue obtained by Eq. (10) is just the desired hyperplane direction vector i v ;
Thus, the TFKPC algorithm can be described as follows. 
3) Transfer FSC
Among the existing subspace cluster prototype based clustering methods, the FSC [51] is adopted to study the corresponding transfer learning version, i.e., TFSC. Thus, the following objective function is proposed:
In Eq. (13) (13), the clustering procedure can learn from the data of target domain and the knowledge of source domain simultaneously. Again, by following the optimization strategy in FSC, we can obtain the following learning rules:
Based on Eqs. (14)- (17), the TFSC algorithm can be described below.
TFSC Algorithm
1) Initialize the number of iterations 0 t  and the partition matrix (0) U randomly; Set the maximum number of iterations t max and threshold  ; Set the balance parameters 1 2 ,
2) Update the matrix of cluster centers ( ) t V using (14); 3) Update the matrix of weighting vectors ( ) t W using (15);
or t=t max , then terminate; else go to 2).
C. Computational Complexity and Convergence Analysis
The computational complexities of the proposed algorithms can be described as follows.
For the TFCM and TFKPC algorithms, their computational complexities are (
where T is the total number of iterations, N is the size of dataset, and C is the number of clusters. In other words, they are of the same order as those of the classical FCM and FKPC algorithms. For the TFSC algorithm, its computational complexity is (
where d is the number of features, which is of the same order as that of the classical FSC.
For the convergence of the three proposed TPFC algorithms, Zangwill's convergence theorem can be adopted as in the convergence studies of many existing clustering algorithms, e.g. [51] . Let's recall Zangwill's convergence theorem 1 [54, 55] .
Theorem 1 (Zangwill's convergence theorem): Let :
Given a point z (0) V, let A determine an algorithm that generates the sequence {z (k) }. Let (ii) The map A is closed at z if zS.
Then, either the algorithm stops at a solution or the limit of any converged subsequence is a solution.
Based on the above theorem, our aim is to prove that the three conditions in theorem 1 are satisfied by the proposed three algorithms. Here, we first prove the convergence of the TFCM algorithm. With similar strategy in [51] , we can prove the corresponding theorems 2a-2c with the auxiliary definitions 1-4. In order to save space of this paper, we omit the details of proofs about theorems 2a-2c.
be a finite data set in the Euclidean space 
, where the vectors 1 2 ( , , )
, i.e., TFCM iteration can be expressed using a point-to-set map TFCM 
, , 
Since the function defined in Eq. (6) is continuous, the following theorem, which establishes the convergence for the TFCM algorithm, follows immediately from Theorems 2a-2c and Zangwill's convergence Theorem1. Similarly, the convergence of TFKPC and TFSC algorithms can be proved in a similar manner and is omitted here.
Theorem 3. (Convergence of TFCM). Let
  1 , , N D  x x  contain at least C ( N  ) distinct
IV. Experimental Results
The proposed three TPFC algorithms, i.e., TFCM, TFKPC and TFSC, have been extensively evaluated on synthetic and real-world datasets. In this section, the indices used for performance evaluation and the experimental setup are first described. Then, the performance of the proposed algorithms on synthetic and real-world text datasets is reported and discussed. A further comparison with other related algorithms is conducted on several synthetic and real-world datasets. All the experiments were implemented with Matlab codes on a computer with 1.66GHz CPU and 2GB RAM.
A. Performance Indices and Experimental Setup
Two metrics, i.e., the rand index (RI) and the normalized mutual information (NMI) [56] , are used to evaluate the performance of the clustering algorithms. RI is commonly defined as When the RI and NMI are computed, the prior labels of the data must be available. In addition to them, an index that does not require the labels of data is also used for performance evaluation. Since most of the adopted methods for comparison are fuzzy measure based methods, the fuzzy validity measure is naturally very appropriate. Here, the classical fuzzy validity measure, i.e., Xie-Beni (XB) index, and its two modified versions were adopted to further evaluate and compare the performance of different fuzzy measure based algorithms.
The classical XB index and its extended version m XB can be respectively defined for FCM as:
Usually, the smaller the index values, the better the clustering performance is.
As the XB index was originally designed for FCM only, two modified XB indices are presented to evaluate the direction prototype and subspace cluster prototype based algorithms here. For FKPC and TFKPC, we propose to use the following modified XB index:
For FSC and TFSC, another modified XB index which includes the subspace information is proposed:
The i.e., max t , is set to 100 for all iteration based clustering algorithms.
B. Synthetic Datasets
1) Evaluation of TFCM Algorithm
In this subsection, a synthetic dataset, denoted as D1, with predetermined cluster structures is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed TFCM algorithm. Data was generated for the source domain and the target domain, respectively. Each domain contains three clusters with different Gaussian distributions as shown in Fig 4 and the parameters used to generate the data are listed in Table I . From Table I , we can see that the three clusters in the two domains have similar but different means and covariance. Fig. 4 shows that the data in the target domain is scarce while the data in the source domain should be enough to guide the clustering task in the target domain. In Table II, In addition, Table II can obtain more promising clustering performance on the adopted synthetic dataset D1. 
2) Evaluation of TFKPC Algorithm
In this subsection, another synthetic dataset, denoted as D2, with predetermined cluster structures is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed TFKPC algorithm. Data was generated for the source domain and the target domain, respectively, where each domain contains three clusters located at different hyperplanes with different cluster direction prototypes as shown in Fig 5. The parameters used to generate the data are listed in Table VI .
From Table VI , we can see that the three clusters in the two domains have similar but different hyperplane parameters. In particular, Gaussian noise has been added in the synthetic dataset with the given noise parameter, i.e., the standard deviation  as shown in Table VI . Fig. 5 shows that the data in the target domain is scarce while the data in the source domain is sufficient and helpful to improve the clustering effect in the target domain. TFKPC to obtain much better clustering effect on the synthetic dataset D2. 
3) Evaluation of TFSC Algorithm
In this subsection, another synthetic dataset, denoted as D3, with predetermined cluster structures is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed TFSC algorithm. Data was generated for the source domain and the target domain, respectively, where each domain contains three clusters located at different subspace as shown in Fig 6 and the corresponding parameters used to generate the data are listed in Table XI . Fig. 6(a) [1, 31] , [10, 40] and [20, 55] , respectively.
The performance of the TFSC algorithm is compared with that of the classical FSC algorithm with the results reported in Table XII . Here, the parameter analysis results like those in Tables III-V have been omitted to save space. Basically, the observations for TFSC are very similar to those for TFCM and TFKPC. Let's summarize them as follows.
(1) Table XII shows that the parameter optimized clustering result of TFSC are obviously superior to that of the classical FSC algorithm. In particular, TFSC has obtained the mean values of both NMI and RI as 1 for the data in the target domain, which implies that all the data have been correctly clustered, while the clustering effect of the traditional FSC is inferior to that of TFSC obviously.
(2) Although omitted here, the parameter analysis results show that the introduction of knowledge of source domain has enhanced the stability/robustness of the proposed TFSC algorithm. Again, appropriate parameter values should be set in order to optimize the advantages of the proposed TFSC algorithm. For our experiments with synthetic dataset D3, parameter 2 should not be set too large, typically, 2≤0.1. On the other hand, parameter 1 can be set within a wider range, e.g., 1ϵ[0.5, 5].
(3) As in TFCM, the parameter analysis results of TFSC show that the trends of the clustering results with the three indices are similar under different parameter settings, i.e., when the value of one index is better, the other two are typically better. In addition to the aforementioned experimental results, the subspace identification ability of TFSC is also compared with that of FSC and the results are reported in Table XIII with the identification rates computed. Obviously, the identification rate of FSC (35/69) has been improved to that of TFSC (52/69) by leveraging the knowledge of source domain.
Specifically, Table XIII shows that TFSC has identified more truly important features than FSC in the corresponding embedded subspace for each cluster. For example, TFSC has detected 24 important features while FSC only identifies 9 important features for the 1 th cluster. 
C. 20 Newsgroups Text Clustering
In this subsection, the proposed three TPFC algorithms are further experimented to evaluate their text clustering performance. The 20 newsgroups (20NG) text datasets [57] were adopted. In order to simulate the application scenarios studied in this paper, four
categories of text data were adopted and each of them contains different sub-clusters in the source domain and target domain with the details shown in Table XIV . From Table XIV , we can see that the constructed datasets have the following distinctive characteristics.
(1) The data in the source and target domains are related. The data in both domains belong to four different clusters, i.e., comp, rec, sci and talk.
(2) Although the data in both domains are related, there exist obvious differences between them. The same cluster in different domains contains very different sub-clusters. For example, the source data of the rec cluster belong to three sub-clusters, i.e., rec.autos, rec.motorcycles and rec.sport.baseball, while the target data only belong to the sub-cluster rec.sport.hockey. Thus, the data distributions in both domains are related but different to some extent.
(3) The size of dataset in the target domain is much smaller than that in the source domain.
There is a practical requirement to improve the clustering effect on the data in the target domain by effectively using the knowledge of source domain.
For the adopted data, dimensionality reduction has been applied by using the BOW toolkit [58] to effectively preprocess the high dimensional data into the final data containing 800 effective features used for clustering. For the proposed algorithms, the parameter settings are similar to that used in subsection IV-B. The proposed three TPFC algorithms, i.e., TFCM, TFKPC and TFSC, and their non-transfer counterparts have been evaluated on the constructed text datasets. In our experiments, we found that the cluster direction prototype based algorithms, i.e., FKPC and TFKPC, failed to provide meaningful clustering results on this dataset due to the high dimensionality involved and thus their clustering results are omitted here.
In Table XV, (1) As shown in 
D. Comparison with Related Clustering Algorithms
In this subsection, the proposed TPFC algorithms are finally compared with several related works, namely, two transfer clustering algorithms, i.e., self-taught clustering (STC) [16] and transfer spectral clustering (TSC) [17] , two collaborative clustering algorithms
CombKM and co-clustering (DRCC) [39] and a multi-task clustering algorithm LSSMTC [40] on both synthetic and real-world datasets used in subsections IV-B & C. For the proposed clustering algorithms, the parameter setting is the same as that described in subsection IV-B, and for the LSSMTC algorithm, the regularization parameter Especially, for TSC algorithm it is required that the dimensional number of data is not smaller than the number of clusters. Thus it is not applicable to two low dimensional datasets, i.e., D1
and D2.
For all the algorithms, the results obtained with the optimal parameter setting are reported in term of the means of 20 runs. The experimental results are reported in Table XIX based upon which the following observations can be made.
(1) The proposed TFCM and TFSC algorithms have shown highly competitive performance with respect to the five related algorithms which have used the knowledge or data in the other tasks. In particular, the TFSC algorithm has shown better performance than the other algorithms in most of the adopted datasets.
(2) Although the proposed TFKPC algorithm is inferior to the other non-cluster direction prototype based algorithms in most of the datasets, it shows an obvious advantage on the D2 dataset, which is a direction oriented dataset. Thus, TFKPC is appropriate for the datasets of this type. In addition, the performance index XB and modified XB obtained by different fuzzy measure based algorithms are compared in Table XX . From the results, we can see that the proposed transfer fuzzy clustering algorithms have obtained improved clustering performance compared with the corresponding no-transfer counterparts in term of the XB and modified XB indices. Finally, the running time of different algorithms on several datasets has been reported in Table XXI . From these results, we can see that the speed of the proposed transfer clustering algorithms is similar to that of the corresponding non-transfer counterparts, which also validates the theoretical analyses in section III-C. 
E. Discussion
In this subsection, let us further discuss three issues. The first one is about the relations/limitations between the two dataset sizes (source/target) and the performance, which can be analyzed from three aspects. First, in this study, an assumption is given that the data in target domain is scarce such that transfer learning is required to improve the clustering performance in the target domain. Therefore, when the size of the data in the target domain is small, the proposed transfer clustering algorithms may obtain improved clustering results when compared with the non-transfer counterparts. Second, when the size of the dataset in target domain is much larger, the information is usually sufficient for obtaining effective clustering by the traditional non-transfer clustering algorithms. In this case, even if transfer clustering algorithms are adopted, its advantage will not be obvious. Third, in the proposed transfer clustering algorithms, the original raw data in the source domain is not used and only some knowledge, such as cluster centers, are adopted in the clustering procedure in the target domain. Thus, the reliability of the knowledge obtained in the source domain has an important influence on the clustering performance of the proposed transfer clustering algorithms. If the size of data in the source domain is small, the induced knowledge may not be reliable. When the size of data in the source domain is much larger, more reliable knowledge can be expected from the source domain. With such an analysis, we can infer that the larger the size of dataset in the source domain is, the more reliable the knowledge obtained in the source domain and the more effective the proposed transfer clustering algorithms will be in the target domain.
The second issue is about the influence of the balance parameters in the proposed objective functions, such as parameter  for TFKPC. As shown by the experimental results, the balance parameter values are set at about 0.5 or larger to get good results for most synthetic datasets, but for the real-world datasets they are set at about 0.1 or less for good performance. With respect to this observation, we give the following explanations. First, the balance parameters control the influence of knowledge in the source domain to the target domain. It is expected that if the knowledge induced in the source is more useful to the target domain, the balance parameter should be set with a much larger value. For the synthetic datasets, they have been designed specifically in accordance with the scene where transfer learning is really required. Thus, the knowledge obtained in the source is more useful to the target domain and the balance parameters can be set with much larger value, such as 0.5, to get a good performance. However, for the applications to real-world datasets, the balance parameter has been set with much smaller values. It may be due to the fact that real-world datasets are very complicated and the amount of knowledge to be transferred is not known. It is better to take a more conservative approach to set the balance parameter's value. The experimental results demonstrate that even if only a smaller value is used, knowledge leveraging is still important and effective and the performance of the proposed algorithms has been obviously improved when compared with the non-transfer counterparts.
The third issue is how to determine the appropriate values for the related parameters. In the proposed algorithms, it is necessary to set the balance parameters, i.e., 1 and 2 or  , appropriately for good performance. Unlike supervised learning, no supervised information can be used by parameter selection strategies, such as the commonly used cross validation strategy. For most unsupervised learning algorithms, it is still an open problem to determine the optimal values for the parameters involved. In our experiments, we can see that with a pretty wide range of parameter values, the proposed transfer clustering algorithms can obtain improved performance compared with the non-transfer counterparts. In fact, the optimal parameters are usually dependent on applications. Thus, for a specific application, users can determine an appropriate range for the involved parameters of the adopted algorithm by the prior knowledge or the available validation dataset. In particular, a promising strategy is to determine the appropriate values for the involved parameters in the proposed fuzzy measure based clustering algorithms by using some evaluation indices, such as the XB and modified XB indices. The conclusion here is obtained based on the facts that (i) the XB index and modified XB indices, unlike the RI and NMI indices, can be computed without the supervised label information; (ii) in most situations when the XB index or the modified XB index is better in a certain parameter setting, the obtained RI and NMI indices are usually much better accordingly. In addition, in order to weaken the influence of the parameters, some other investigations can also be done as suggested in [59, 60] . For example, the ensemble learning technique seems to be a promising one. By integrating the clustering results obtained under different parameter settings, ensemble clustering will provide comparable result with the case under the optimal parameter setting [59, 60] .
V. Conclusions
In this study, the concept of knowledge leveraging is used to develop a set of transfer prototype based fuzzy clustering methods for the application scenarios where the data is limited or insufficiently available for effective clustering. Based on the introduced knowledge-leverage transfer learning mechanism, several transfer prototype based clustering algorithms are exploited to address the deficiency caused by the scarceness of data in the target domain. The proposed prototype based clustering algorithms learn from not only the data of the target domain but also the knowledge of the source domain. The experimental results have demonstrated the attractiveness and effectiveness of the proposed transfer prototype based fuzzy clustering algorithms when compared with the existing classical prototype based clustering algorithms without the transfer learning abilities, and other related algorithms such as the multi-task clustering algorithm.
In future, more works can be addressed about the proposed transfer clustering technique.
As mentioned in subsection III-A-2, our work assumes that the number of clusters in the target domain is the same as that in the source domain. This assumption facilitates simplicity in the development of transfer prototype based clustering algorithms. However, it also prohibits the proposed algorithms from some applications, i.e., the cases where the number of clusters may be different between the source domain and the target domain. For such a challenge, the following problems should be well considered to develop the extended algorithms. First, an effective method should be investigated to check whether the cluster numbers between the target domain and the source domain are the same. Second, when we know that the numbers of clusters in the target and source domains are different, how to effectively transfer useful information from the source to the target domain has to be addressed. This is a challenging problem for the development of transfer prototype based clustering algorithms. Our future work on transfer clustering will also include works for non-prototype based clustering methods.
